
Windlass 

Winch Combination 

We design the windlass to meet  classification society and owner’s operational requirement. 

They are designed with a permutation of multiple gypsies, mooring drums or towing drums, sub-

ject to vessel space constraint. We have designed and supplied up to ø142 gypsy. 

The windlass are driven by Staffa Motors via single or double 

stage gear reduction. The following options can be fitted; 

1) Chain tension and length monitoring system 

2) Remote control of hoist/lower, brake and clutch 

3) Stainless steel brake race lining 

 



For escort operation, the winch will be designed with high speed render-recovery           

operations, tension and rope length displace. The drive system for the escort operation is 

specially designed to provide immediate response and dissipate the energy generated 

during high speed rendering operations. 

The towing winch comprises of a 

hawser towing drum coupled with 

gypsy windlass. The winch is driven 

by Staffa hydraulic motors via an    

enclosed oil-bath gearbox. The winch 

is   designed to     withstand the    

sudden shocks  during towing         

operations.  

The winch can be equipped with an 

emergency release under a           

combination or all of the following  

conditions; dead-ship, brake on,    

hoisting/lowering operation.  

 

Windlass/Towing Winch Combination 



Tugger/Capstan 

Mooring/Storage 

Tugger winch 

We design and build our tuggers to deal with 

the everyday use onboard offshore vessels.  

The winch is driven by Staffa high torque low 

speed hydraulic motor via a totally enclosed 

gearbox. The drum is engaged to the drive 

shaft via a  manually actuated jaw clutch while 

the warping end is permanently keyed to the 

drive shaft.  

Remote control can be fitted as option 

Capstan 

We design the capstan for mooring and 

auxiliary usage. The drive system of the 

capstan is completely sealed from the 

harsh environment with the hydraulic 

motor mounted under deck 

It is driven by a Staffa High Torque Low 
Speed hydraulic motor for maximum 
reliability 



Mooring Winches 

The mooring winches are configured to owners requirements and can be fitted with 
auto-tensioning system for compensation of vessel draft during loading and unloading 

Storage Winch 

Drum is fitted with an 
integrated socket   
compartment inside the 
drum barrel. This stores 
the socket of the wire 
rope or the eye of    
synthetic rope 



Anchor-handling/ 

Towing Winch 

These winches can be of single, double or multiple drum arranged in a waterfall configuration. 

The drums are selectively operated via hydraulic actuated jaw clutch. The winch is driven by 

Staffa high torque low speed hydraulic motors via spur gear reduction.  

The wire rope is over-spool for both drums. The towing drum is fitted with a mechanically driven 

and synchronized spooling device suitable for the required wire rope diameter. The equipment 

can be equipped with wire rope tension and payout length readout. Automatic towing control 

module can also be fitted. The winch is capable of emergency release under a combination or 

all of the following conditions; Deadship, Brake on, hoisting/lowering operation. 

For anchor-handling/towing winches of the 

various sizes, the following options can be 

specified; 

1) Spooling arrangements to suit usage  

2) Built with specific gypsy for rig chain 

handling  

3) Manually adjustable spooling       

system, which is synchronized to 

drum rotation 



Duty Pull of up to 160T 



Duty Pull of 250, 400T  

These range of system comes standard with dual drive system. This allow both drums to 

be driven independently, giving a pull of 125T each. When both drives are coupled        

together, they deliver a maximum pull of 250T.  

250T waterfall  winch undergoing testing and preparation for delivery (above) 



400T Anchor-handling towing winch in operation onboard 16000KW vessel 

(~260T bollard pull vessel). Dual Drum 400T pull winch with dynamic brak-

ing capability of 450T, maximum speed of 70m/min. Brake Holding 570T 

 

250T Double Drum Winch performing Anchor-

handling, Construction and Towing  functions 

 



4/8/10 Point  

Mooring system 

The mooring system consists of multiple mooring winches and a centralized control and        
monitoring systems. The system is equipped with wire rope tension and payout length readout.  
 
The winches can either be single drum or double drum configuration. The winches are capable 
of coordinated emergency release under a combination or all of the following conditions; dead-
ship, brake on, hoisting/lowering operation. Water-cooled drag brake for high speed anchor-
deployment 

70T 8-Point Mooring system 

50T 8-Point Mooring system, diesel-hydraulic driven  



110T 4-Point Mooring system 

250T 10-Point Mooring system for pipe-laying crane vessel 

 
Each mooring winch is 770KW, driven by multi-drive inverter driven optimised to utilized 
regenerative powering during pipe laying operation. Interface for mooring system control 
via external positioning system. Remotely adjustable spooling device, synchronized to 
drum rotation 



We designed the flow boom with a unique internal swivel to allow the delivery of 2 different 

fluids simultaneously. This design eliminates the use of hoses to deliver the fluid to the boom, 

greatly reducing costly environmental damages and safety issues. 

Boom Length (max radius)     : 24 M 

Min working radius 72 deg     : 7.5 M 

Reach at 15 deg elevation     : 23.5 M 

Reach at 70 deg elevation     : 12 M 

Height jib end to deck at 70 deg elevation  : 25.2 M 

Max elevation       : 75 deg 

Slewing section, operating     : 270 deg 

Trim / List conditions      : 5 + 2 deg 

Auxiliary Winch        : 2 Ton 

Hoisting speed       : 15 m/min 

The flow boom pipe can deliver approx 700gpm.  

700 GPM 

Flow Boom 



Other Engineering 

Solutions 

Hydraulic press 

Davits 

Special Cranes Elevating Bridge 

Scissors Lift 

Cable Spooler 


